You all know the observation --- "If all you've got is a hammer, everything looks like a nail" --- that is what is happening with all this Iran War Talk.

Iran hasn't participated in a war outside its borders for over 200 years, about the same amount of time that we've been used as cheap mercenaries by the Pope and the British Crown Corp to rampage around the world and attack other people for profit.

So now the big buzz is --- will Trump go for a war against Iran?

He's being offered a Fat Contract to do so, and as everyone knows, he's up against it for money to fund the military and the Federal Civil Service.

That isn't, by the way, because Americans haven't already paid through the nose for their services. It's because the Popes and the British Monarchs haven't paid their debts to us for 160 years.

Now, the Pope wants a war in Iran because Iran is one of the few remaining nations that is still functioning as a land jurisdiction government.

The Pope wants a war with Iran, because they, the "Holy Roman Empire" elites, are aiming at their cherished goal of complete world domination and Corporate Feudalism.

So it has nothing to do with Iran per se. It has to do with how much economic pressure the rats can put on Trump, to force him to sell American soldiers as cheap mercenaries and make some payola.

That's all that is going on here, except that it is diametrically opposed to everything our actual country stands for. And it would cost Trump the election.

So, step back, children, and see what you shall see. It's not a nail. And we don't need a hammer.

What is really at issue is a debt owed to us by the Pope and the Queen, and all Mr. Trump has to do, is what we have urged him to do from the beginning. Redefine his Federal Dual Citizenship, and he can command all the wealth in the world ---as an American.

In his current status, he has to take orders from the Queen and the Pope. He has to constantly back-track against the European Power Elite because, technically, he is working for them. And by "European Power Elite" I mean mainly the rats in Brussels and Rome, though you have a few of your own.

Trump can turn that around and get where he wants and needs to go in an instant, simply by reclaiming his American State National identity -- and presenting the Pope with a bill for all the goods and services owed to us, the Long Lost Americans.
Federal Citizens can function as Dual Citizens--- all that matters is which two citizenship(s) you choose.

Most Americans have been deliberately misidentified as Dual Federal Citizens --- a process like rustling and re-branding cattle -- that has been going on here without our knowledge for decades via the "Birth Certificate" process, and which is entirely illegal, immoral, and unlawful and against all forms of national and international law, including both the Geneva and Hague Conventions.

No doubt Donald Trump was rounded up like the rest of us and had the "Federal" Citizen stamp affixed to his rump when he was just a few days old. But like the rest of us, he can change that. His Birth Certificate is evidence of Unconscionable Contracting.

He doesn't have to work for the Pope and the Queen. In fact, as they are operating under our Delegated Power with respect to us, they need to be working for him.

And all he has to do, is stand up and declare that he's a New Yorker, born and bred, and that he adopts New York as his Birth State.

Not only is it true, it's easy. And then he can do everyone on Earth a great big favor by stopping the misuse of Americans as mercenaries and calling an end to "the New World Order"--- which is what he wants to do, and which we will require him to do.

All of a sudden the "Federal Budget Crisis" and the "presumed power" of the Municipal United States Government vanishes like a puff of smoke. Suddenly, instead of operating as Paupers and Debtors, Mr. Trump can operate in the actual Power Holder Office and have all the money and credit he needs to restore America and the rest of the world, too.

By working for the actual American States and People, he can change the entire chessboard, and that, my dears, will be the end of all this warring and waste and lies and everything else that has harmed us and harmed our world.

We aren't the Debtors. They are.

And on top of that, thanks to their mis-use and abuse of our Armed Services, we have the drop on them.

So, think: peace.

Think: wake up, Donald Trump. Wake up, US Military.

Think: we will hold everyone involved "personally and commercially liable and accountable" for any war with Iran or any war, period, at all.

Their salad days of making money off of war have just come to a screeching halt, though they may not know it yet.

And now, a Special Note to the British Peerage.

Apparently, this information is not well-known and even very distinguished British Peers are unaware of it, but----Queen Elizabeth II isn't sitting on the Throne of Great Britain and Commonwealth.

She abdicated that position three days after her Coronation and has been sitting on The Chair of the Estates ever since.

That is, she committed regal suicide on paper. Her reign lasted exactly three days.

Apparently, she was grossly mis-advised to do this by her husband, Prince Philip, and his Uncle, Lord Louis Mountbatten, who always had more ties to foreign interests --- and against the interests of Britain.
What this means is that Great Britain has been in the grip of a de facto corporate "government" in the same way that America has been.

The Queen is "dead" on paper.

Can she recoup from this? What help or control can she still exert from her perch on The Chair of the Estates? What can the British Peerage do to save Britain and the Commonwealth---- and their National Monarchy?

Ironically, the man uniquely entrusted and entitled to answer these questions is the Lord High Steward, Lord Talbot, and he is actually also entitled to the Throne---- and making a bid for it, as it is vacated: Elizabeth II abdicated in effect, and none of her sons seem interested and morally competent to do the job.

British Peers --- if I were you, I would think hard about my Queen and my country, both. Elizabeth II has been betrayed and ill-advised and done her best within her knowledge and capability for many years, so it isn't like you can just throw her under the bus. At the same time, you can't go on like this, living under the thrall of the banks and the EU and the so-called "governmental services corporations".

You must assert your true national interests and begin operating as an independent land jurisdiction government again--- just as we have--- or you will be in the same position as the "United States" has been in --- indebted on paper beyond any ability to pay, and being jerked endlessly back and forth by the madmen in control of the Central Banks and the UN Corporation.

People need to stop thinking about and chasing after money. They need to realize that money is just a product like ACME widgets and national currencies are just brand names.

What's keeping you from making your own widgets and promoting your own brand name?

These and many other questions must naturally arise as we all walk forward together. Speaking for, I am sure, the majority of Americans --- despite all the abuse that we have suffered at the hands of the British Crown Corp, we retain our fondness for the people of Great Britain and the actual British Commonwealth.

We simply need you to wake up out of your stupor and do what has to be done to help straighten things out. Work with the Americans -- not "the US" -- and fully inform your People. Help Elizabeth II make the most of her remaining position and assist Lord Talbot in his duties and efforts.

The world is waiting for you, just as it was waiting for us.
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